Abstract-In this paper, we investigate reliable error rate estimation techniques for MAC layer adaptive mechanisms. In particular, we propose and analyze a novel error rate estimator based on soft output information available as output of receivers with turbo principle. Contrary to previous works on the subject, we relax the assumption of perfect knowledge of Signal-Noiseto-Ratio (SNR) at the receiver, and we analyze the impact of a SNR estimation error on the error rate estimate. We show that, differently to previous techniques, the proposed estimation method is insensitive to such SNR estimation error. Our analytical and simulation results validate the conclusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
New generations of broadband wireless systems employ advanced coding combined with reliable radio link control techniques to optimize the use of limited available resourcesbandwidth, power, etc. The concept behind radio link control techniques, such as Link Adaptation (LA), is to take advantage of a link as efficiently as possible in given channel conditions by adjusting certain transmission parameters. This adaptation relies on performance prediction that is derived from crosslayer information between the physical and the MAC layers. Adaptation is not an easy task. In Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing systems (OFDM), the frequency-selective channel created by multipath propagation is turned into parallel flat fading channels, where different subcarriers experience different fading. This fading is often time-varying due to user and environment mobility. Moreover, the channel may be subject to time-varying interference. In such context,it is of high interest to further improve error prediction methods. In order to guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS) constraints, adaptive mechanisms implement a suboptimal trade-off between link robustness and bandwidth efficiency. In [1] , we benchmarked soft-output based error prediction with other error rate prediction techniques by computing the throughput performance of an Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) algorithm with QoS constraints in n existing OFDM system (IEEE 802.11a). Here in this paper, we detail the theoretical derivation of these soft-output based error estimators, and Emilio Calvanese Strinati is with CEA/LETI Labs, Grenoble, France and with ENST, Paris, France. Sébastien Simoens is with Motorola Labs, Paris, France. Joseph Boutros is with ENST, Paris, France.
investigate some properties related to turbo-codes design, such as interleaver size. Our work is inspired by three interesting results on decoders with turbo principle [2] , [3] .
First, it has been shown that a priori information on the decoded bits can be used to evaluate the error rate faster than the classic Monte Carlo simulation method [4] , [5] , [6] . Likewise, in [7] a BER estimator is proposed based on an estimate of the log likelihood ratios (LLR) distribution. In [8] the mean and variance of LLR are computed, in order to derive an ML estimator imposing a symmetry assumption on the LLR probability distribution. All those BER estimators are derived by computing the expectation of LLR (or of a function of it) assuming that the LLR are Gaussian distributed and that the SNR is known to the decoder. However, experimental data suggest that these outputs are not Gaussian distributed [9] . There are techniques for BER estimation based on maximum entropy methods that do not require a Gaussian assumption [10] .
Second, several authors proposed to accelerate the iterative decoding and reduce the complexity of a receiver with turbo principle by dynamically controlling the number of decoding iterations on a packet-by-packet basis through a properly defined stopping rule. One of the first papers on stopping criteria is [11] , which is based on cross entropy (CE) between the output distributions of the different decoder modules. Based on the same CE concept, Shao et al. [12] introduced two simple methods called sign-change-ratio (SCR) criterion and hard-decision aided (HDA) criterion. In [13] , extending the SCR method, a new criterion named sign difference ratio (SDR) is proposed. It uses the sign differences between a priori information and extrinsic information. The method presented by Zhai and Fair in [14] , which they called the mean estimate (ME), is to compare the mean of the output LLRs values with a pre-defined threshold. In [15] Scavino et al. propose a novel stopping criterion based on the average entropy of an information block, which is a measure of the reliability of bit decisions, for an information block of a given size. More work on stopping criteria can be found in [16] , [17] , [18] .
Third, recent studies investigate the sensitivity of soft output decoders (MAP and max-log-MAP) to an SNR estimation error. In [19] it is shown that while MAP and log-MAP decoders need a priori knowledge of noise variance to correctly estimate the a posteriori probability of the decoded bits,
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max-log-MAP decoders are totally insensitive to such error. However, in it is shown that MAP and log-MAP decoders can tolerate a significant SNR estimation error without error rate degradation [20] , [21] . Nevertheless, the expectation of LLR strongly depends on the SNR estimation error also if error rate is not.
Merging together these three properties of iterative decoders, we derive a new error rate estimator which is also based on the LLR distribution, but which does not exhibit dependence on the SNR estimation errors. We quantify the impact of SNR estimation error on LLR based estimators by analytical calculations for uncoded transmission, as well as by computer simulations for both convolutionally and turbo coded transmission.
We first introduce essential notations and theoretical background on soft-output decoding information available at the output of a receiver with turbo principle in section II. In section III, we proceed to analytically examine two error rate estimation methods based on the use of soft outputs in the case of uncoded BPSK transmission over an AWGN channel. In section IV, we extend our analytic results to Convolutional/turbo coded transmission for the AWGN channel by means of numerical simulation. Finally, section V concludes the paper. In systems were a soft output decoder is adopted, the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) probability of the transmitted bits are available as output of the decoder. Consider the transmission path of Fig. 1 , where x i = ±A is the transmitted symbol, n i the additive white Gaussian noise of variance σ 2 = N 0 2 , and y i the received signal. We assume perfect signal amplitude estimation at the receiver and, consider a relative estimation error on σ 2 by introducing the scaling factor δ. We indicate with LLR i the random variable following the distribution (1) related to the i-th transmitted symbol x i of the packet. If bits are modulated using a BPSK modulation over an AWGN channel, the probability distribution of LLR i is given by:
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
where N (m, σ 2 ) denotes the normal distribution of mean m and variance σ 2 , and β 2 = 2α = 4A 2 σ 2 . Under the above hypothesis, the BER of the uncoded transmission (BER uncoded ) equals:
The BER is indeed univocally identified by the ratio A/σ = α/β. The parameters α and β are not obviously estimated from p LLR (LLR i ), since the tails of the two Gaussian distributions overlap. Furthermore, the statistical moments of the LLR distribution depend on both A σ and δ. Moreover, while the statistical moments of the LLR distribution depend on both A σ and δ, the BER may not satisfy
III. BER ESTIMATION
In this section we present two error rate estimation methods derived as function of the statistics of a posteriori LLR at the receiver output. We analyze the bias of the two estimation methods in the context of uncoded BPSK or QPSK modulated symbols transmitted over the AWGN channel, for which formula (1) holds. We show that the first method, already known in the literature, depends on SNR uncertainty δ. Then, we propose a new method, Method 2, insensitive to δ.
A. Method 1
A simple BER estimator can be directly obtained at each decoded packet using the A Posteriori Probabilities (APP) available after Soft Output decoding of the received packet. Considering the transmission path of figure 1, let N be the packet length, denoting with APP i (+A) and APP i (−A) the A Posteriori Probabilities of the i-th transmitted symbol x i of the packet then, a BER estimator can be formalized as follows:
In [4] , [5] the equivalent BER estimator was proposed to accelerate the Monte Carlo simulation:
Where formula (4) and (5) 
where:
Finally, the bias of the estimator can be expressed as:
Hence, from conditions (7) we evict that if SNR is overestimated, BER is underestimated and vice versa, if SNR is underestimated, BER is overestimated. Consequently,BER 1 is unbiased for uncoded BPSK or QPSK modulations only if δ = 1. Simulation results (see section IV) will extend the validity of this result for both convolutionally and turbo coded case.
B. Method 2
From formula (2) we know that the BER of uncoded BPSK transmitted symbols is univocally determined by the ratio α/β, that is the mean to standard deviation ratio. From formula (3) we infer that under certain conditions 1 also the BER after decoding is insensitive to such noise variance estimation error. As consequence it should exist a class of error rate estimators that should be totally insensitive to δ and we aim to find one method of this class. We showed in section III-A how the error estimation method defined by equation (5) is biased with δ. This is due to the fact that in (5) we try to estimate the error rate computing a function of the mean of the LLR i , while such mean varies with δ.
Assuming that the LLR distribution after decoding are approximately Gaussian 2 , the BER of coded BPSK transmitted symbols should be univocally determined by the ratio α/β of the decoder output LLR distribution. Unfortunately α/β after decoding is unknown. We propose to estimate α/β by computing the mean to standard deviation ratio of   LLR i    at the output of the decoder with turbo principle. In the following we will call this ratio Λ. Considering the same transmission path of section III-A, Λ can be computed at each packet observation computing the mean and standard deviation of   LLR    from the observation of the LLR i : Then, the proposed estimator is defined as:
where h(Λ) is a bijective function that univocally links the BER to Λ defined by equation (8) . For uncoded BPSK modulation transmitted over an AWGN channel, the LLR distribution is provided in (1) and (8) and can be expressed as follows (algebraic manipulations are omitted):
(10) Studying the expression (10) we infer that Λ is monotonically decreasing depending only on the ratio α β at a given modulation and coding scheme. Consequently, so doesBER 2 , being independent from δ. The function h(Λ) can be implemented by means of a Look Up Table ( LUT) which can be easily obtained analytically since both Λ and BER are functions of the same ratio α β . The LUT of (9) can be easily computed from (10), since 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section the two BER estimation methods (5) and (8) are compared in terms ofBER versus Eb N0 in the AWGN context. The transmission path is illustrated on Fig. 1 . Results for uncoded transmission are reported on Fig. 2, on Fig. 3 for Convolutionally-coded transmission and on Fig. 4 and 5 for Turbo-Coded transmission in the AWGN. We verify that both methods are robust against code parameters but we present here simulation results only for the following code design.
For uncoded transmission the probability distribution of the LLR at the output of the APP computer is given by (1) . Therefore, in section III we derived mathematically the bias for Method 1 and the analytical expression of Λ (equation (10)).
On Fig. 2 , when δ = 1 (i.e., perfect knowledge of the channel noise variance at the receiver), both methods return an unbiased estimation of BER. On the contrary, when δ = 1, only Method 2 is unbiased. Method 1 over-estimates the BER for δ > 1 and under-estimates it for 0 < δ < 1, as predicted by (7). Since in case of coded transmission a mathematical expression for the probability distribution of the LLR at the output of the Soft Output decoder is unknown, in Fig. 3 the two estimators are compared by means of Monte Carlo simulation in the case of Convolutionally-coded transmission. The error-correcting code is the classical rate 1/2 64-state (133, 171) 8 Convolutional code as defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard and the decoder is a log-MAP). We observe the same behavior as for uncoded transmission. For a given value of BER, Method 1 presents an over-estimation of 0.5 dB in terms of Eb N0 when δ = 2dB and less than 0.5 dB of under-estimation when δ = −2dB.
Since soft output decoding is usually employed in receiver with turbo principle we analyze hereafter the performance of the two BER estimation methods for turbo receivers. We first compare them when δ = 0dB. In Method 1, equation (5) requires the output LLR i values at the last decoding iteration. Nevertheless, while the extrinsic information exchanged between the two constituent Convolutional codes are assumed to be independent in Method 1, so it is only if the interleaver size is infinite. In practice the interleaver is of finite size. In such a case, Method 1 underestimates the BER due to the optimistic LLR i values assumed by the estimator. The smaller the interleaver size is, the more this phenomenon is remarkable.
In Fig. 4 a rate 1/3 Turbo code with 4-state RSC(7,5) constituents is considered. Under perfect knowledge of the SNR, the performance of Method 1 have been analyzed for interleaver sizes of 1024, 4096 and 16000. The simulation results confirm that Method 1 applied to the turbo principle is biased also for δ = 0dB and that the experienced bias fades with increasing interleaver size. In Method 2 the bias presented by Method 1 when the information block size is finite can be directly avoided defining the LUT.
In Fig. 5 a rate 1/3 Turbo code with 4-state RSC(7,5) constituents is decoded with a max-log-MAP decoder. The information block length is 1024, the number of decoding iterations is limited to 12 and δ = { 0 dB, -2 dB, -3 dB}. Our numerical results show how, when δ = 0 only Method 2 returns an unbiased estimation of BER albeit the finite interleaver size. Moreover, when δ = 0, while Method 1 present a greater bias, Method 2 is still unbiased. Note that our proposed method can be applied to the coded case for which the LLR distribution is not exactly Gaussian, since it only requires function h(Λ) in equation (9) to be bijective. This assumption is confirmed by simulation for convolutionally and turbo coded transmission in which the LUT h(Λ) is obtained by simulation. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we use soft output decoding information to derive a reliable error rate estimation method for trellis coded symbols transmission over AWGN channel. Then, considering antipodal uncoded AWGN symbol transmission, we show analytically that while method 1 is unbiased only if SNR is correctly estimated, the proposed method 2 is independent from a SNR estimation error. We confirm these results by simulation for convolutionally/turbo coded transmission in the AWGN channel in both cases of perfect and mismatched noise variance SNR estimation. Contrary to previous techniques, the proposed method is independent from both noise variance estimation error and finite information block length.
